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1: Chemistry Questions for Tests and Worksheets
Mole is the unit used to define the number of chemical substance present in a substance. It is the amount of substance
which consists of the same number of chemical units as there are atoms in exactly 12 gram of pure carbon

Barium plus a Chlorine producer Blue Copper plus a Chlorine producer Purple Silver Aluminium or
Magnesium powder Oranges, reds and whites are usually made through incandescence. Blues and greens are
usually made through luminescence. What Is an Alloy? Alloys are mixtures containing at least one metal.
Take iron - whilst extremely strong, it is also very brittle Add in a little carbon and you make steel - an alloy
with the strength of iron but it not brittle. Alloys contain atoms of different sizes, which makes it more
difficult for the atoms to slide over one another. This makes alloys harder than the pure metal. Certain
mixtures are even more impressive. Mix nickel and titanium and you get Nitinol, a smart alloy used to make
spectacle frames. Nickel-Iron alloys are common in meteorites. How Does a Match Light? Match heads are
made using phosphorus - a highly combustible element - that catches fire due to the friction caused when
striking the match. Safety matches are slightly different. They will only light if you strike them using the
surface on the side of the box. In this case, the match head contains potassium chlorate - an accelerant that
speeds up the reaction. The rough side of the box contains most of the phosphorus. Bring the two together and
add the heat generated by friction, and you have a flame. Waterproof matches have a thin coating of wax over
the whole match. This is removed when striking the head against the box, exposing the phosphorus. This
allows the match to catch. To give you enough time to move the match to whatever you wish to light, most
matchsticks are treated with paraffin candle wax. The first friction match was invented in by English chemist,
John Walker. The earliest match is thought to have arisen in China in AD. These were nothing more than
sticks impregnated with sulphur. Bubbles in fizzy drinks can only form at points called nucleation sites - these
are sharp edges or bits of dirt or grime that helps the release of carbon dioxide gas. A mento is actually not as
smooth as it appears. Under a microscope you can see that there are millions of tiny craters on the surface.
Each of these provides a nucleation site for carbon dioxide gas to form. Diet coke works best because the
surface tension in the drink is much lower than regular coke - this allows bubbles to form more easily. This is
due to the substitution of sugar with the sweetener aspartame. What is the Ozone Layer? The ozone layer is a
massive shield that surrounds the Earth, 50kms above the surface of the planet. Ozone is a special molecule of
oxygen: It is up to 20kilometres thick and most of this gas is found in the stratosphere. Ozone gases are our
protection against UVB radiation. This damaging radiation is emitted by the Sun and is extremely dangerous.
The ozone hole is largely over the Antarctic and is between 21 and 24 million square kilmoetres in size. The
hold is caused by ozone reacting with CFCs - pollutants used in refrigeration. The largest recorded ozone hole
occurred in at What is your favourite chemistry experiment mentioned in this hub?
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General Chemistry frequently Asked Questions by expert members with experience in General Chemistry. So get
preparation for the General Chemistry job interview 28 General Chemistry Questions and Answers.

Which antiseptic compound is present in Dettol? What is a compound that is a white solid which absorbs
water vapour from the air? To which product of equivalent weight and valency of an element is equal? Which
element forms the highest number of compounds in the periodic table? How does addition of ethylene
dibromide help to petrol? What do we call the process of separation of pure water from impurities? What is the
name of gas which is present in both the natural gas and the biogas? How many elements are in the second
period of the periodic table? Of which alloy the commonly used safety fuse-wire is made? What is alcohol
obtairied in the saponification process? Which is used to dilute oxygen in the gas cylinders used by divers?
What do cathode rays caise when obstructed by metal? With which liqued is anomalous expansion associated?
What is a tick paste of cement, sand and water called? Of which Container radioactive materials should be
kept? Which is not an anaesthetic agent in surgical operations? What is the percentage of Nitrogen, present in
ammonium sulphate? Which is the nuclear particle having no mass and no charge, but only spin? The pH of
fresh milk is 6. When it turns sour, what will be the pH? How must have metals used to make wires for safety
fuses? Sodium stearate is a salt and how is it used? Which are the two main constituents of granite? Which
method of water purification does not kill microorganism? Which gase is supporter of combustion? By which
was the presence of Cobalt. Which metal can deposit copper from copper sulphate solution? Which group of
gases contribute to the "Green House effect"? On heating, Gypsum loses certain percentage of its water
content and what does it become? A liquid initially contracts when cooled down to 4 degree Celsius but on
further cooling down to zero degree Celsius, it expands. What is the name of liquid?
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Organic Chemistry Interview Questions 3 avg. rating (60% score) - 3 votes Organic chemistry involves a scientific
approach to structure, applications of the organic molecules and compounds.

What are Green Crackers? Nov 1, Firecrackers are used in Diwali and is a main ingredient for celebration. It
causes air pollution and according to the present situation using fireworks are not good for health. So,
government is planning to generate green crackers. Do you know what are green crackers, what are its
features, what is the composition of fireworks, how do they work, how they are harmful for health etc. Why
Gold does not rust? Oct 16, We know that gold has been used in India since ancient times. Its accuracy is
measured in the carat. People use it in the form of jewellery, coins, etc. You may have noticed that gold does
not rust like other metals but why? Reasons behind the earthy odour of soil after first rain Sep 6, Have you
ever noticed that when first drops of rain fall on the dry land, the unique earthy odour comes out of the soil or
surrounding environment? Why does this happen. Is there any scientific reason behind it? Why do particles of
matter constantly move? Aug 20, Matter is that occupies space and has weight. Everything around us is made
up of particles. The particles which make up matter are so small that we cannot see them with a high power
microscope. One of the characteristic of particle is that it constantly moves. Let us prove it through this article.
What is the chemical composition of Sweat? Jul 11, Sweat is the natural phenomenon of our body. It
maintains the temperature of the body. It is also known as perspiration. Let us study the chemical composition
of sweat through this article. What is an Alkali and Alkaline solution? May 29, Alkali is a basic hydroxide or
ionic salt which is soluble in water. All bases are not alkali. They turn red litmus paper to blue having pH
value greater than 7. Let us study through this article about alkali, its properties, uses and about alkaline
solution. The pH value of any solution is a number which simply represents the acidity and basicity of that
solution. Hence, the pH of solution is referred to as the negative logarithm of hydrogen ion. What is Washing
Soda and how it is produced? May 3, Washing soda is sodium carbonate with 10 molecules of water of
crystallisation. It is used in the manufacture of glass, soaps, detergents, paper etc. Let us study through this
article about washing soda, its production, properties and uses. What is the difference between Polymer and
Plastic? Apr 24, Plastics are a group of substances that can be easily folded and can be moulded into any
shape. On the other hand, the compound of high molecule weight, which is the result of the polymerization
process, is called polymer. Let us study through this article in detail about polymers, plastics and the
differences between them. Such weapons consists of various chemicals like chlorine, phosgene etc. Chemical
weapons can be used in any form whether gas or liquid. Therefore, We have compiled a complete study
material on General science with major subjects like Biology, Chemistry and Physics. What is the difference
between Steel and Stainless Steel? Feb 8, Steel and stainless steel are the common materials used in the
country. There are differences between the two regarding properties, composition, weight, price, etc. This
article deals with such differences between steel and stainless steel. How Ionic Compounds are formed? Jan
29, Ionic compounds are also known as electrovalent compounds. The chemical bond formed by the transfer
of electrons from one atom to another is known as Ionic bond. These compounds contain ions. Through this
article we will study about the ionic compounds, how they are formed with examples etc. These gases absorb
long wave radiations and warm the atmosphere, and this process is called as Greenhouse effect. It had led to
many changes on the planet, such as rise in sea level; massive melting of snow and land ice, elevated heat
content of the oceans, increased humidity, change in the timings of seasonal events, and many others. The
main greenhouse gases, namely: Which bulb is better LED or CFL, in which power consumption is less,
which material is used in making it and how it works, etc. List of important Chemical Processes Dec 19, The
chemical process is an important phenomenon in chemical industry, which involves various chemical
reactions due to which new chemical compounds are formed. This article deals with various chemical
processes, how they work, how new chemical compounds are formed etc. Do you know why Oil and Water
does not mix together? Nov 17, We have seen many times and even we have tried at our homes that when we
put oil in water and stir it, eventually they separate in to two distinct layers. Why is it so? Through this article
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we will study why oil and water does not mix together, why oil is sticky and why oil floats on water. What is
SMOG and how it is harmful for us? Nov 8, Smog is derived from two words i. In 17 years such an alarming
situation raised in Delhi which raised health emergency. In this article we will discuss about the sources of
smog, how it affects our health and how it is formed; what are the necessary precautions that we can take etc.
What is the role of Helium in Medicines? Nov 6, Helium is the lightest noble gas. It consists of various
physical and chemical properties due to which it is used in respiratory ailments therapies. Due to its inert gas
property it helps in neuroprotection, in surgery, in MRI technique etc. This article deals with the role of
helium in medicines and how it is used in various techniques for the treatment of patients. Is Nitrogen
important for Human Body? Nov 1, Nitrogen is represented by the symbol N. But the question arises that why
Nitrogen is important for humans and how they use it etc.
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This is the general knowledge questions and answers section on "Chemistry" with explanation for various interview,
competitive examination and entrance test. Solved examples with detailed answer description, explanation are given
and it would be easy to understand.

For example, the interviewer may ask you, "Where do you see yourself in five years. Will you leave this
company after only 3 or 4 months? Below are some sample interview questions and answers. Tell me about
yourself. Usually, this is the first question to get the interview started. Keep you answer to one or two minutes.
Use your resume as a basis and talk a little bit about your education, experience and skills. What do you know
about our company? Why did you leave your last job? You can say something like you want a more
challenging job, you want to move to be closer to your family, you were laid off since your former employer
was downsizing, etc. What are your strengths? You know the hidden concern here, right? Use examples to
back up your words. Interview Questions And Answers Part 2 5. What are your weaknesses? Can you work
under pressure? Why do you want to work for us? Do you homework before the interview and find out all
available information about the company. Why did you choose your college major? Are you interested in this
field? Interview Questions And Answers Part 3 9. Why should I hire you? This question is usually asked near
the end of the interview. The employer wants to hear one more time, what you have to offer. Showcase your
selling points, mention your interest, motivation, abilities and why you can fit in the organization. Can you fit
in this organization? Use examples to explain you are an easy-going person. How do you handle pressure and
stress? Can you do this job? What are most important to you in your job? Money and benefits are not the only
things you care in your job, you want to help others, solve problems, have challenges, be recognized for your
efforts, etc. People Searching On This Page:
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+ Chemistry interview questions and answers for freshers and experienced. Chemistry technical job interview questions
of various companies and by job positions.

Shearing stress is the ratio of the tangential force F to the area of the face BCGH over which it is applied. In
the space, light travels at a speed of , miles per second and sunlight takes about 8 min and 19 sec to reach the
surface of the earth. After Solid, liquid and gas there is one more matter that exists known as Plasma. The
property of the material that relates to its ability to conduct heat is referred as Thermal Conductivity. To
measure the distance to nearby stars, astronomers use an effect called Parallax. To measure the star position
astronomer uses this technique. Once the star position is located after six month they will again calculate the
apparent change in position. Ohm is the unit to measure the heat resistance. Dyne is a unit of force or also
referred as C-G-S centimetre â€” gram â€”-second. It means that when a force is applied to mass of 1 gram, it
gives acceleration of 1 centimetre per second. When matter and light exhibits properties of both waves and
particles, it is referred as Wave-Particle duality. For instance, Light can behave like wave when it shines
through narrow slits while, when exposed to some metal surface it will spray electrons acting as a particle. So
under different conditions it will act. Quantum tunnelling is the process where the particle passes through an
obstruction or barrier to reach at another end. Uncertainty principle tells that the momentum and position of a
particle cannot be measured precisely. Dark matter is an invisible matter in the space that can hold the stars
into the galaxy. They have no effect of electromagnetic force on it, which means it does absorb, reflect or emit
light that makes them practically invisible. A discrete bundle of electromagnetic light or energy, which always
remains in motion is referred as photon. A Pascal law states that when you apply force at one point on liquid it
will transmit equal force from one location to another within the liquid. Neutrino is a small, tiny elementary
particle which carries no electrical charge which means it is not affected by electro-magnetic forces, and
travels almost the speed of light and passes through ordinary matter without making any interaction. Velocity
of sound depends on velocity and density of the medium on which it travels. It varies directly as the square
root of elasticity and inversely as the square root of the density. Convection is the process of transferring heat
by movement of heated fluid such as water or air. In this process, the heated fluid expands, and gravity pulls
the denser masses under them thus forcing them into motion. One good example is a draft of lamps and stoves.
Angular acceleration is the rate of change of angular velocity or speed of a body moving along a circular path.
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View All Chemistry Interview Questions & Answers - Exam Mode / Learning Mode Chemistry Interview Questions &
Answers Chemistry is a branch of physical science that studies the composition, structure, properties and change of
matter.

Production administrator, Production analyst, Production assistant, Production associate, Production
consultant, Production controller, Production clerk, Production coordinatorâ€¦ Pharma Production interview
questions and answers 50 Production interview questions and answers samples The interview questions below
can be used for Production positions such as: Production administrator, Production analyst, Production
assistant, Production associate, Production consultant, Production controller, Production clerk, Production
coordinatorâ€¦ I. Sample Production interview questions 1. Tell me about yourself? Why did you leave your
last job? What is your greatest weakness? What experience do you have in Production field? What have you
done to improve your Production knowledge in the last year? What have you learned from mistakes on the
Production job? What was the best subject that you studied in Operations management during your post
graduation? What are the prospects of you becoming successful as a manufacturing planner? What activities
are involved in planning? As a manufacturing planner, how will you ensure that you take into account views
of all the interested parties during the stage of planning? What should be the performance parameters of a
manufacturing planner? What are the threats to the manufacturing sector? Do you think the stage of planning
gets completed before implementation begins? Why did choose the profession of a manufacturing process
engineer? Which computer languages did you learn during engineering? What are the general issues facing the
manufacturing sector? How will you deal with a situation when old but useful equipment needs an expensive
maintenance and repair? Will you delay the repair? Do you know computer modeling techniques? Do you
prefer working in shifts or having a general shift? What qualities do you have to prove that you are a good
manufacturing assembler? How would you recommend working people to assemble work and life? How do
you deal with a colleague who is always passing on his work to you only because you are working in the next
shift? What is your understanding of an assembly line? With increase in technology, do you think assembly
line job will become outdated and men will be replaced by machinery? Do you think firms take enough care to
ensure safety of employees working especially in the assembly and production departments? What measures
will you take to ensure that an assembly line goes smoothly despite not having enough lubrication in the track?
Have you visited any other manufacturing companies to see how their processes are different than yours?
What is the meaning of preventive maintenance? What kind of experience do you have working as a
technician in the manufacturing sector? How good are you at repairing and fitting different parts of cars? What
are methods that are used to manage Production? How to maintain Production activities? What are common
risks for Production? And how to face? Describe steps to manage Production? How to measure performance
of Production activities? What are monitoring methods for Production activities? Describe ISO for
Production? What made you choose to apply to Productionâ€¦position? Tell me about your last position and
what you did? What do you know about the Productionâ€¦position? What are key tasks for
Productionâ€¦position? What do you know about this company? Describe two or three major trends in your
Production field? What tertiary qualifications have you attained that related to Productionâ€¦position? What is
the most recent skill you have learned that related to Productionâ€¦position? Production interview answer tips
1. Identify key goals, tasks, job specs and attributes for Production positions then ask question: How to do,
how to become â€¦ 2. Listen job interview questions carefully, then ask by your-self: Always ask by yourself:
What are proofs that are required for this position? Make a full list of interview questions for Production field:
Tell me about yourself Steps to answer interview questions: Give a brief introduction about yourself: My
name is Peter. After 5 years working as a Sales Manager, I have well experienced in training, mentoring and
motivating other sales personnel to achieve the goals of the Company. Give a brief summary of your
experience in your latest positions: Give a summary of latest companies that you have worked for and
companies that have helped you succeed with your new jobs. With my skills from training courses, I
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developed many sales campaigns which contributed much to the development of new customers and
maintenance of current customer base. Never assume that the employer will by himself be able to connect all
of your abilities to the job requirements. Make a concerning question: You may reduce the stress of the
interview with such questions. Some sample answers to the interview question: You should avoid answers
that: Turning your strong point into weak point. I am a perfectionist and therefore, I rarely believe in anyone
who can work as well as me. As a result, I am afraid to delegate important tasks to others. This approach has a
weak side as that if you are not clever, you will cause the employer to believe that you are cheating him.
Solving your weakness absolutely. A better approach is that you state one point which was once your
weakness, but you have done well to resolve it. But I have found out that in order to develop the organization,
everyone in the organization must be experienced with many tasks and this is very good for an efficient team
work. It is really your weakness. And, you may also state some situations how much that weakness has caused
you difficulties. If you do not have specific experience, get as close as you can. Tell the employer what
responsibilities you were performing during your job. You can tell what programs you developed and what
modules you worked on. What were your achievements regarding different programs. I have built my last 3
computers, have work with Dell as an employee. So I have around 15 years experience working with
computers. People Searching On This Page: Test a new drug or treatment to a small group of people to
evaluate its safety. The experimental drug or treatment is given t
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80 chemistry interview questions with answers 1. 80 1 chemistry interview questions & answers FREE EBOOK: 2. 2
Based on: Top 10 chemistry interview questions and answers Updated To: Top 80 chemistry interview questions and
answers On: Mar

It is a measured sub-volume of original sample Diluent: Molality is the number of solute that is present in 1 kg
of a solvent. Titration is a process to determine the molarity of a base or an acid. In this process a reaction is
carried out between the known volumes of a solution with a known concentration, against the known volume
of a solution with an unknown concentration. A buffer is an aqueous solution which has highly stable pH. It is
a blend of a weak acid and its conjugate base or vice versa. On adding small amount of base or acid to buffer,
its pH hardly changes. In buffer when hydrogen ion is added, it will neutralized by the base in buffer.
Hydroxide ion will be neutralized by the acid. On the overall pH of the buffer solution, these neutralization
reactions will not show much effect. While when you select an acid as a buffer solution, try to use an acid acid
that has a pH closed to your desired pH. Mole is the unit used to define the number of chemical substance
present in a substance. It is the amount of substance which consists of the same number of chemical units as
there are atoms in exactly 12 gram of pure carbon Both methods are used to separate the components present
in the solution based on the melting points Distillation: This technique is used when boiling point of chemicals
are different in the mixtures Fractionation: Both techniques are used to the amount of chemical present in the
solution. A valency is a property of a groups or atoms, equal to the number of atoms of hydrogen that the
group or atom could combine with or displace it in forming compounds. In a molecule when hydrogen atom is
less than the ratio of carbon atom, then such molecules are referred as an organic molecule. Fe or ferrous is the
metal that is used to extract copper from the solution of copper sulphate. Fat found in human body is mainly
composed of Glycerides.
8: Chemistry Questions Answers, Chemistry Notes, Basic Topics, Definitions
Basic Chemistry Interview Questions and Answers. 1. Which antiseptic compound is present in Dettol? - Chloroxylenol
2. What is a compound that is a white solid.

9: Chemistry - General Knowledge Questions and Answers Page 2
1) Explain what is Quantum Physics? The understanding of behaviour of matter and energy at the molecular, nuclear,
atomic and even microscopic levels is referred as Quantum physics 4) Mention what is the speed of light in space? In
the space, light travels at a speed of ,
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